WRITTEN EXAMS
To make the aspirants gain Physical Strength which prepares him fit to
enhance his knowledge and confidence Written Exams.
Our rigorous and dedicated coaching prepares the aspirant ready to take up
written examination confidently to achieve his set goal. Written examinations are
held in the following categories.

I. Soldier General Duty / Tradesmen
Educational Qualification: 10th/SSC
Type of Examination: Objective
Subjects: General knowledge, General Science & Mathematics for 100 Marks with the
negative marking system 50 questions, each right answer carries TWO marks and
wrong one carries ONE minus mark

II. Soldier Technical
Educational Qualification: Intermediate /10+ 2 with Mathematics
Type of Examination: Objective
Subjects: General knowledge, Physics, Mathematics and Chemistry for 200 with
negative marking system 50 Questions, each right answer carries FOUR marks and
wrong one carries TWO minus marks.

III. Soldier Nursing Assistant
Educational Qualification: Intermediate /10 +2 with Biological science
Subjects: General Knowledge, Biology, Chemistry, Mathematic for 200 marks with
negative marking system 50 questions, each write answer carries 4 marks and
wrong one carries TWO minus marks.

IV. Soldier Clerk
Educational Qualification: Intermediate / 10+2 with any group
The Examination is conducted under Two Parts Part -A and Part-B.
Part-A consists Objective type for 100 marks with 25 questions and each question
carries 4 marks
Subjects: General Knowledge and General Science, Mathematics and computer.
Part –B consists of objective type with 100 marks
Part-B contains Two (02) comprehension passages comprising five (05) each (10
Questions) and English grammar Articles (03 Questions), Rearranging Jumbled
words/sentences (03 Questions), Spelling Errors/Errors in sentence construction
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(03 Questions), Parts of speech (03 Questions), Antonyms and Synonyms (03
Questions). There are 25 questions in Part B and each right answer carries 04 marks
and each wrong answer carries minus 02 marks.

For downloading the Sample papers click on “SAMPLE PAPERS”
We also provide coaching for a written examination for :
CISF/CRPF/SSB/BSF/ITBP/RPF/ASSAM RIFLES as per the prescribed syllabus.
Educational qualifications: 10th/SSC , Intermediate/10 +2/ Degree (Educational
qualifications vary depending upon the category of Jobs)
Type of exam – Objective / Descriptive
GK/Reasoning/Maths/English

FOR MORE DETAILS CONTACT:
9849292668/8341118815/8341118816
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